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Use, Handling, and Care Manual for BarBeCube Grilling Tables
BarBeCube, LLC is committed to providing superior customer service for our customers who purchase our
BarBeCube grilling tables. This is why we are excited to provide our customers with our Use, Handling, and
Care Manual. Through following these instructions, we ensure you, the customer, will have not just an
enjoyable, but also a safe time using our grilling tables. Before you read, however, we do feel it is important to
note that failing to following the instructions in the manual could result in BarBeCube, LLC VOIDING YOUR
LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY. We are BarBeCube, LLC see this manual as an imperative part of learning
how to use, handle, and care for our product. With all this stated, we at BarBeCube, LLC are excited to
provide you with a Grilling Table that you will greatly enjoy, and that will last for years to come!
Using our Grilling Tables
It is important to first note that our grilling tables are manufactured to support the grill, smoker, or outdoor
cooker, of which is specified when the product is purchased. If the Grilling Table for instance is purchased to fit
a BGE smoker, then it should only be used for supporting that specific smoker. In addition to supporting the
grill, smoker, or outdoor cooker, our grilling tables also provide our customers with additional uses, such as
preparation space and storage. It is very important to use our grilling tables for their intended purpose, as
using them otherwise may result in damages or injury. NEVER ROLL OR MOVE OUR GRILLING TABLES,
NOR THEIR ASSOCIATED GRILL, SMOKER, OR OUTDOOR COOKER INSIDE AS COOKING ON A
SURFACE INTENDED FOR OUTDOOR USE INDOORS CAN LEAD TO A DANGEROUS GAS BUILDUP
WHICH CAN RESULT IN SUBSTANTIAL INJURY OR EVEN DEATH. Our grilling tables are built to be solid
and safe, but correctly using the grilling tables can help insure years of fun to come.
Handling Our Grilling Tables
Safely Supporting the Grill, Smoker, or Outdoor Cooker
In order to safely use our BarBeCube grilling tables, it is imperative that the grill, smoker, or outdoor cooker be
safely secured within the grilling table. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN DAMAGES FROM FIRE.
First, the grill, smoker, or outdoor cooker must be securely placed on top of some sort of fireproof barrier. For
the BGE smoker, for instance, a BGE Table Nest would do the trick. Another option would be a fireproof, two
inch thick, nonporous, concrete block. This prevents the heat of the grill from dangerously heating the wood
surface of the grilling table, thus increasing risk of fire. Once the grill, smoker, or outdoor cooker is safely
secured on a fireproof barrier, your first step to safely securing the grill is complete.
Next, ensure the grill, smoker, or outdoor cooker, is directly in the center of its intended cutout area. There
should be a ¼ inch gap between the wood of the grilling table and the surface of the grill, smoker, or outdoor
cooker. This will ensure that the flammable surface of the wood grilling table is not touching the heated surface
of the grill, smoker, or outdoor cooker, thus keeping both products, and customer safe, and ensuring fun at
your next great cookout!
Caring for Our Grilling Tables
Covering our Grilling Tables
To ensure your grilling table lasts the longest time possible, covering your grilling table when it is not in use is
definitely your best option. Even though our tables are built to withstand the elements of both rain, and
sunshine, weathering can still occur over time if proper measures are not taken to reduce its effects. It is also
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important to mention that failure to protect your grilling table from the elements can also VOID THE LIMITED
ONE YEAR WARRANTY. Our Limited One Year Warranty DOES NOT cover for the effects of weathering on
your grilling table, unless structural integrity is compromised. So to maintain your table for the longest time
possible, we recommend keeping it covered.
One possible cover to use for our customers who use the BGE Smoker is to use the appropriately sized BGE
Table Cover. All of our tables are built to fit the BGE Table Cover. If you wish not to purchase this cover, or
use a different kind of grill, smoker, or outdoor cooker, other cover such as tarp or canvas should be sufficient.
If you place your grilling table under a roof in an area such as a covered porch, or lanai, that should also help
protect your grilling table from the elements.
IMPORTANT NOTE: ONLY COVER THE TABLE ONCE THE GRILL HAS COOLED. PLACING YOUR
COVER ON A HEATED GRILL MAY RESULT IN DAMAGES FROM FIRE. AS HIGHLIGHTED IN THE
WARRANTY, THESE TYPE OF DAMAGES WILL NOT BE COVERED BY BARBECUBE, LLC.
Keeping Our Grilling Tables Clean
One of the biggest concerns we have with our grilling tables are customers concerned with making what they
feel a beautiful piece of furniture dirty. Those are their words, not ours. While we do like to hear nice
compliments, we want to ensure that you can maintain that beautiful look for years to come. In order to do so,
we recommend simply keeping the grilling tables clean. How hard is it? It isn’t. Simple use a damp washcloth
to wipe down the dirty surfaces once you finish using. That’s it.
Support
We at BarBeCube, LLC are committed to providing our customers with the best support available. That is why
we offer a way for you to reach us if you have any questions, comments, or concerns. We will even take
suggestions if you have any on how to further improve future products. Reach us through the information
included below:
Customer Service Department
BarBeCube, LLC
503 Pecan Lane
Bradenton, Florida 34212
customerservice@grillingtables.com
Thank you so much for choosing BarBeCube for enhancing your grilling experience!
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